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QUESTION 1

A customer has a virtualized data center with hosts that are managed by VMware vCenter. The network architect has
proposed the HP Virtual Application Networks (VAN) Connection Manager (CM) and Resource Automation Manager
(RAM) modules for HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC). The architect also proposed the HP 5900v switches and
the proper server access layer products. 

Which technology must the access layer switches that connect to the virtualized servers support? 

A. Transparent Interconnection of Lots of Links (TRILL) 

B. Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) 

C. Ethernet Virtual Bridging (EVB)/Virtual Ethernet Port Aggregator (VEPA) 

D. Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which benefit does In-Service Software Upgrades (ISSU) provide? 

A. Schedules and performs switch upgrades through HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC) 

B. Upgrades members of an IRF virtual switch one at a time to avoid services disruption 

C. Upgrades members of theIRF virtual switch simultaneously to ensure all members use the same software version 

D. Automatically checks for software updates on the HP Websites, downloads the new software, and upgrades the
switches 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A network architect is designing a solution with HP products. A customer has the following requirements for controlling
the management access for administrators: 

Administrators are assigned privileges when they log in based on their identity Security policies related to password
complexity and password rotation, like the company\\'s Windows domain policies, are enforced for administrator
credentials The company can easily revoke the access of administrator how have the company method Administrator
have a backdoor into the management interface in case network connectivity fails in any way 

Which option meets the company\\'s requirements? 

A. Authentication to a RADIUS server with local authentication as a secondary method 

B. Authentication with a password that meets the complexity requirements and is stored locally on each device 

C. Authentication to local user accounts with TACACS+ authenticates as a secondary method 
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D. Authentication to a TACACS+ server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer requires high availability for wireless services at branches. The customer also wants to centralize
management and traffic distribution as much as possible. What should the architect suggest? 

A. Controlling branch APs with one or more HP 7500/10500 20G Wired-WLAN at the main office and enabling remote-
AP features 

B. Controlling branch APs with a cluster of HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN switches, one of which is deployed at the main
office and one of which is deployed at the branch 

C. Deploying the APs without a controller but managing them with HP Intelligent Management Center (IMC) Wireless
Services Manager (WSM) 

D. Controlling Branch APs with two HP 830 Unified Wired-WLAN switches, which are deployed at the main office 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

The customer has a virtualized data center. The virtual hosts use virtual distributed switches with multiple redundant
uplinks and these update control Protocol (LACP). 

Which technology available in HP switches enhances high availability in this environment? 

A. Fiber Channel over Ethernet (FCoE) allows the virtual host to send storage traffic over the server Ethernet uplinks if
the FC connection. 

B. Virtual Ethernet Port Aggregator (VEPA) combines redundant server talks into a single high-bandwidth trunk. 

C. Intelligent Resilient Framework (IRF) allows redundant server links to connect to different physical switches. 

D. Net Stream and sFlow technologies provide the built-in capability to optimize bandwidth flows dynamically. 

Correct Answer: C 
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